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INTRODUCTION

iH

of the major probl0JM of

^

thoM

^

^^

I. the e.tab li.hm.nt of
natural langu^e, .o thet the
deaf per.cn

communicate

My

1th

hearing people, and receive
and diapenee knowledge.
the Report of the Shite fiou..
Conference on Child Health
and
Froteetio. (1), the following
important etatement i. made,
"Deaf children are uaually
more
retarded educationally, as well
pp*
as mentally,
than blind children. There
is reason to believe that
deafness retards
the development of all the
mental processes.
(p.

*

2 fl«)

At the ti*. of his entrance
into school life, the deaf
child has
«« initial handicap of approximately five
years, insofar a. the posse-

sion of speech and language
is concerned.

During the first few years

of school wort, by far the
greater proportion of his tims
must be .pent
in acquiring speech and
language, the fundamental, of
which ar. learned
in a manner vastly different
to that by which the hearing
child acquires
language.
•fceper.en (4) say. that the
re, son the hearing child learn,
it.

*ether-to„gue so well i. to be
attributed to .everal interesting
factors, "in the first place,
the time of learning
the mther-tongu. i.

the moat favorable of all

the child has far more
abundant op-

portunities of hearing hi. mother-tongue
than one get., as a rule, with
any language one learn, later.
lie hears it from
morning to night, and,

be it noted, in it. genuine
.hap., with the right pronunciation,
right
Intonation, right u.e cf word.,
and right .yntax
ths child has,
as it were, private lesson,
in its mother-toagu. ll the
r
year round ..
° hlld **'

Nicole., advantage,

he hear, the language

in all possible situations and under such conditions
that language and

situation ever correspond exactly to one another
and naturally illustrate ons another."

(P. 140 - 142)

Thus, the hearing child acquires much of Its
language by imita-

tion of what is spoken by the people around
him.

This process of ac-

quisition dates from the age of about one year,
the time when the hearing child normally begins to speak.

Cn the other hand, the deaf child does not
begin to speak until
he has had special instruction in the formation
of the elements of speech,

which ordinarily does not

corns

until four or fire years after the hear-

ing child has started to speak.

There are several systems where y deaf children are
taught the
!

principles of grammar.

being « typical method.

Only one of these will be described here as
The Fitsgcrald Kay (2. 28 - 29) is introduced

in the primary grades and is continued throughout the
child's school

career.

"It is intended to be a ?uide to show the correct
ordar of

words and expressions, and to act as a sort of substitute
for the hearing sense that guides hearing children."

As each

new grammatical prin-

ciple is used and learned by the children, it is given
a place in the
Key.

Bvary grammatical form has a place in the Key.
It ean be aeen, therefore, that the deaf child
acquires his lan-

guage by means of rules, whils the hearing child acquires his
language
with no rules other than hearing it over and over again.

The deaf child,

therefore, she uld be apt to know the "why" of grammatical structure

better than the hearing child, and this should have a great effect on
the kind of errors the child makes.
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After the deaf child acquires the fundamental* of language and
speech, a vocabulary must be built up slowly, a process which never
ceases, and which censuses a large amount of school tine.

Later,

when an adequate foundation has been laid, the doaf child's curriculum consists of the sane studies as those taught to hearing children,
Tha expressed aim of this speeialited training is to aid the child in

overcoming his handicap of speech and language retardation as quickly
as possible and to place him in a school with hearing children.

To

do this, the child must be equipped with an ability for speech-reading

and an ability to use spoken and written language to an extont suffi-

cient to allow him to complete his education with hearing children.

Although

any educators and psychologists haws written that a

deaf child and a hearing child cannot be compared as to achievements,
since the teaching methods of the one vary so from those of the other,
there is reason to believe that a comparison of the child's achieve-

ments should be made insofar as speech and language arc concerned.
The intelligibility of a deaf child's speech is compared with the speech

of a hearing child, and like ise, since it is

h;

pad to place the deaf

child with hearing children, the language of the deaf child should be
compared with that of the hearing child.
This problem arose frcm a desire for such a comparison, to learn
«/hat

effect the speciali«ed teaching methods hev; on the kind of errors

made, to learn whether there are certain specific errors made by the

hearing child, and if these are the same as those made by the deaf
child, as these points are of greatest interest in planning the spe-

cial teaching methods necessary for the
handicapped child.

In this

study, there is no attempt to compare the
totality of errors nado by
the deaf child with those of the hearing
child, but rather, to com-

pare the relative frequency of certain
kinds of errors of both the

hearing and deaf child.
There is no desire to compere the
achievement of children of

verirus a3 ee as to the number of errors.
the kind ef errors made.

The comparison is to bo of

To make frig comparison, -e use
the relative

amounts of errors found in the error groups
of eeeh age.
The comparison desired in this paper is
one of gross relativity

indicating the general differences, and not
one ef specific measurement,

indicating the differences in quantity of errors,
so an attempt will
be made te se-regete the errors into age
groups and into errer classes.

Comparison of a chert based on these two should
give us a fair indication of the pronortim of the total errors
which is found in each class

of grammatical division for each age.

This will indicate the presence

of any unusual trends of sither the hearing or
deaf child, nnd *ill

allow a relative comparison.
This general approach to this subject shruld be
followed by a

nore specific research along the same lines, wherein
moro specific

measurements, involving the opportunities for making
errors, would be
recorded.

The value of such a study shruld be indicated by
the gener-

al rerults of this research, and should be of theoretical
importance
la rlanning the deef child's curriculum, and of
practical importance

to the teacher in understand inp; the errors made by the
deaf child.
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There has been but one attempt to
record the error* i„ written
language of the deaf child, and to
apply the finding, to the deaf
child', curriculum. This wa E made
by K. Huber, a
teacher of
the deaf.
result, of his experiments were
published in the

M«

M

Germn Magasine for
following

i9 a

the Education of the Deaf in
1927. (3)

The

brief resume of Ruber's discussion on
"Ins Problems

of language Forms- as translated by Dr.
Pritt

I

eider.

This is

included here as being part of the
preliminary *erk out of which grew
this problem.
"The deaf child is never exactly
comparable to the hearing

child of any age.

Hi. development takes an entirely
different course.

If we are to find more effect ire way.
of educating the deaf we must
first learn the laws that govern his
development.
"The following study wa. made a.
an approach to thi. task.

Series of picture, which tell a continuou.
.tory were presented to deaf
and hearing children, to be described
in writing. A comparison f
these descriptions showed that the deaf
used fewer words, e nd that they

expressed theauselve. in .horter, more rigid,
more .tcreotypwl wntenee
form, than did the hearing children.
the use of *ords.

They «ere far le»3 inventive in

These differences Fere equally marked with
cesses

in which the older, more formal methods
were used, and in progressive

classes

.

"Huber alac determined for the deaf children
the relative number

of errors in declension, conjugation, etc.,
and tried to explain their

-6-
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with the deaf." (i. 2.41-142)
There hare been many
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by
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»
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inventions
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errors

^

^

Obviously, the frequency of
various error, h..

«4.

^

«

effect
o« the relative amount of
drill that should be given
to different itce
of instruction.
The following is a brief
summary of an article rhich
appeared

in the Elementary School
Journal, September, 1920, end
»hi.h i. pra.ented here as typical of the
many ime.tig.tion. manti ned
above.

«de

«b

The study, "Locating the
Language Errors of Children »a e
(6)
by G. M. m.on at low State
College. The purpoa, of hi, etudy
to note the most common
error, of oral and

bitten English of

P«pil. of grade and high school firstly,
and to show that a .urvey in
• small city, conducted but for a short time, w ill fumieh
much valuable
data on which to base the
correction of language mi.takes.
School children in four different
.tate., from urban and rural
aress, *ere studied as to the error,
made in both or»l and witter
language.
The outstanding facts about the
etudy were:

<1) The

1 1

et of

-7-

orroro was exceedingly smell.

(2)

Witn the lowsr grade list was made

ur carefully, few errors were added by upper f,rode

Lower grade errors persist in upper grades.

{*)

c)

ildren.

(3)

Verb errors consti-

tute fully hnlf of all errors, and among these a very few verbs

cost of the errors.

(5)

racke

up

Errors are specific, not made by rule, and

eonnot be effictively corrected by rule.

Oral and written errors

(6)

are largely the same except for the new class of errors arisin- from
the use of homophoncus words.

(?)

There is a strong probability that

if the effort is placed on the correct! :n of mistakes actually made

by children, irnprevcraent c^n be

n

da very rapidly.

Lyman (5. 71) says, in his discussion of such investigations,
that,

'The greetest

contributions n r de by studies of errors, however,

seen to bs their influence on the character of instruction through the
development of a technique for determining errors and the attention
they have centered on the necessity of objective data as a basis for
selecting the points deserv ing greatest emphasis in the class room.'*
Lyman's c nclusions (b. 99)

,

after investigating the written

error tests and the results of the findings of many educators and

psychologists, were; "(1) Little progress in the elimination of errors
in language is marte throughout the secondary school.

(2)

Few

language arrors are largely eliminated by the secondary school.

(3)

The small number of technic; 1 difficulties in pupil's speech nnd

writing is small in comparison with the lists usually presentod in text
books.

(4)

Language items which cause the

pu-Hs

difficulty are usually the items that persist.

the greatest

'

In view of huber's findings (3. 142), it seems of value to carry

out a like experiment with Lnglish-spanking
children, to see if a

different language and different methods
of teaching will produce
different results.

-9-

MfTHOD CP PROCEDOKE.

^w' 1

™*U*d

(3) entailed the use

of a Beries of pictures

telling a continuous story ao a means of getting
spontaneous
written language.

was fslt that a motion picture presenting

It

« simple story would yield results in original language which
would be comparable to those obtained by means of
the pictures.
This moving picture was shown to groups of hearing
end deaf
children.

It was felt that this method of presentation
puts the

deaf and hearing child on an equal basis, insofar
as sensory

reception is concerned,

The story presented by the mowing picture is as follows:
(It is presented here that the reader may understand
some of the errors which will be listed later in

this paper.)
"A little bey sent to a window of a house, knocked on it,

and asked the women who cams to the window for a banana.

The

woman gave him the banana, but refused to give him a second ba-

nana when he asked for it.

The boy ato the banana.

Then, appar-

ently still hungry, he went to the window, vhich had been left
open, stole another banana, and ate it.

This was repeated a

second time, the boy taking his third banana.

were thrown en the ground.

The banana peels

The last banana was only nartially

eaten, when suddenly the boy lost all desire for food.

Re placed

one hand on his head, the other on his stomach, and leaned against
a post of the porch.

Soon, his mother came out of the house, and

seeing him in an unnatural position, ran over to him.

She saw

the banana skins on ths ground, picked them up, snd counted them.

-10-
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Pl ' tUre
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th.

«W, sow

*

to .

of b^rta,

cmio^,,

grc, .f d0lf cMldr,n
,

for th. Deaf,

^ Mi

l

I

mt cl„.

the Hinth grade.

^ ^

sevan to nineteen, and
rspreeented about the ,«*»

MM

We t0l*»

—

trrm

tTO, tb.

The latter group eonai.ted
of 89 children of

CMldren

of

Hort^tc, *..„„«.„,.

foraor group coooi.t.d
of 824 ehilor™ of

to

**

^

M

to

froo

m§m

i«g the Picture, that they

see the picture twice,
and that they were to
.rite an ..count
of it. Then, they -re
«hown the P ieWe twice,
before .tarting
to write.

Bofor.

amlying

.„y of the pe p*r., thcee
written by hiring

children, who .dotted that
a foreign language we s
cu.toa.rily
" POkan Bt
and thoM
°7 loaf children, who.* d..fn...
was acouired
they had begun to u.e lan^g.,
wre
cluded
fro. the other.. It was
fult that c.rt.i„ .rrcr. night
be included in the papers of the
former children which *ould
not be characteri.tic of all hearing children,
and, in the caae of the latter,
the child who .equire. d«
a fne B8 .fter leaning to
apeak hae . great
advantsg. ov.r the ccngenitally-deef
or tho- who fcacc de.f before

«•*

Tfr

„
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t0 8Pe, k
*

give . true
•

eMloren and

*

lllg

1

M
1

"**

th«

MMM

of th. 8C paper. „ould
nct

of the written languag.
of hiring

children, they were not
included in the study.

Ct R G8W,ral nlctu

"*

*»•

*****

the

~

U|

-

j

^

reed all the papers once,
before actually analysing
them. There
were two reasons for doin«*
n1 "'
rir-«*
h thist
first,
it gave a rough comparison of the characteristics
found in the two , roups of
paper,, end
Seco nd it gave an indication
,
of the type. f errors
likely to be
found.

~

^

err0rS TOre

fnwd *° gro-P themselves under

the fencing heeding., following
elosely the different parte of
apeech,
1. Errors in
--rrors in
3. Errors in
4. Errors in
<*.

J1

6. Errors
7. Errors
8. Errors
». Run-on

10.
Il#
12.
13.

the use
the use
the use
the use
in thc use
in the sue
in the use
in the use
Sentences.

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Adjectives.
Adverbs.
Articles.
Conjunction..
Frepositicns.
Pronouns.
Verbs.
Sentence Structure.

'i.petiti&n.

L«ek of Continuity.
Inexact express lone.
Cslssions.

Sach of these headings ,111 be
defined and discussed at length
in the "Discussion of Results"
of this paper.
It i. to be understood that
there we. no set list of headings

at the beginning of the analyi.,
but that these grouping, are those
V7hich appeared

as the analysis progressed.

Finally, the errors under each
heading «ere analysed separately,

end any characteristic tendencies
*ere noted.

These are included

in thi. paper in the section
dealing with "Discussion of Results"

-12-

and "Gunnery".

Payeholo^i colly, this grouping using
grarrraticfl cater- cr lea
ia not adequate, as by thia method,

tait takes

haTin E different

payehologieal meaninga are placed te-ether in
some cases, and in

ether eaaaa are widely aeparated.

31i.ee

thia research 1. aeant

to be only the preliminary work on
a larger

problem it ia felt

that grouping by grammatical cte-oriea
will prove to be sore

valuable in indicating gereral differencea than
grouping that ia
baaed on purely paychologicsl reaeona.

In the diacuesion, however,

the payehologieal reaeona will be uaed aa
far aa poaoible in the

explanation ef the results.

-13-

3TAT1 STICAL RESULTS.

A statist ical analysis of the error* Bade by the Clarke School

pupil* shows that s total of 1572 errors wore sode by G9 students.
The hsarir.g children, en the other hand, made 2101 errors.

There

were 224 children in this group.
The errors raade by the deaf children were divided into the

following groups, and were changed to percentages of the total
errors that they might he compared relatively vith sinilar percentages representing the errors made by the hsaring children.
The percentages of each .Toup of errors for each age group

varied so little from the percentage repr senting the errors of the
group with the total, that they are net presented here, but are

included at the end of this paper in graphic form.
The group of children whe Bade a surplus over the other group
in the percentages of error is also indicated.

Examination of this chart (F. 14) indicates clearly that tcth
the deaf child and the hearing child have characteristic ty-«e of

errors.

A rpugh grouping of the surplus er ore wide by each group

of children indicates that in general, two things are true,

(1)

That the hearing children make more errors than the de; f children

in the syntax of language, and (2)

The deaf children makes more

errors than the hearing children in situations involving the aetaan-

tical aspects of language*
These findings will he discussed at length under the various
hsa. iings in the

"Discussion of Results*.

-14-

CI,

djoctives

Ra

P. 5.

Surplus

|

62

3

4.2

8

8

.5

Adverbs

430

238

rtlcles

Clarke School

Anounts

Kind of Errors

1

ublic

ichool

Surrlus

Jk
.2

4.
.1

.4

20.3

16.

.9

4.3

1.5

Conjunctions

40

29

2.4

Prepositions

168

270

11.1

136

n

9.7

5.7

4,

Verbs

245

210

15.7

5.4

10.3

bentence oirticvure

100

201

6.5

9,7

3.2

Run-on Sentences

23

121

1.4

5.6

4.2

Repetition

48

29

2.5

ronouns

lack of Continuity

Inexact

xpressions

nissions
Totals

12.5

1.

1.5

6

4

.4

•2

.2

146

116

9.9

4.6

5.3

35P

591

33.4

1572

2101

100.

1.4

20.6
100.

5.2
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The average error per pupil

we

confuted to be 17.55 in the ease

the hearing child.
of the deaf child, and 9.38 for

Little value ia at-

child, generally, wrote longer
tached to thia figure, eince the hearing

had aore opportunities to nake
papere than did the deaf child, and 80

errora.

length of the compeeition
Thia figure eight be valuable if the

opportunities for raking errors
«ae reatricted or controlled, and the

computed.

indication of the
Thia paragraph is inserted here aa an

direction further research say take.
survey, preparatory to a
This paper ia intended only ae a rough

.an* linaa, a
«ore exhaustive study along the

study which n*y include

well as the qualitative analysi.
ouantitive analysis of error., as
presented here.
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DISCU8SX0R rF RESULTS.

The number of cases used as the source of the errors was

Insufficient to indicate accurate quantitative

comparison mi

*ht

r.

suite, so, that the

be relative, the numerical results of the analysis

were reduced to percentages of the total number of errors in erch ege
group, thus giving then a qualitative aspect and ellowi g a comparison
r

to be made.

These results are presented graphically

t the end of this

paper.
It is

well to mention here the difficulty of confining errors to

any one particular group, since it is almost impossible to draw a line
between granwatieel mistakes and word meenings.
word in error

liac>

In several cases, the

possibilities of being an error in twc or more groups.

This was especially true of pronouns ami adjectives*

In deciding theee

cases, the experimenter tried to find oat what the child meant from the

context of the paper, and to interpret the word as it

Wf s

felt the child

meant to use lt«
Each group will be discuss d separately, and the

oneral findings

will be discussed in a separate part of this paper, under the heading,
'General Results **

ADJECTIVES
Srrors in the use of adjectives are relatively unimportant in both
the Clarke School and Public School totals, since they moke up but 4.2

of the totel errors in the ease of the former, end

in the case of the

latter.

Adjectives are taught to the deaf children, especially in the lower
grades, by using pictures to illustrate the adjective, i»e # , "a fat boy",
'a

thin boy", etc.

There is a grsat deal of work of this type.

elliptical sentences, written on a chart, as "A boy is

. '.

Later,

are com-

-17-

pleted, either by moans of a picture or by a printed adjective.
In analysing the errors of the Clarke School, it is noted
that

2« of the 62 errors recorded are concerned with the word "another",

used in its adjectival sunse, i.e., "Ihy I have another benana ?"
There is indication that the deaf child has an incomplete understanding

of the meanings of "one", "other", and "another".
These adjectives ere taught to the deaf childr n by means of

lip-reading combined with action

mfcs

For "one" end "the other", the

teacher holds an object of one color, saying, "This ons la red",
then holds up a similar object of a different color, spying, "The other

ball is blue."

The child is given many exercise of this kind,

is tcught similarly.

The teacher has the children perform the required

actions, and then she tells the class about them.
in this adjective night be,

ball."

I'any

'/mother"

"Tom rolled a ball,

A typical exercise
t'ary

rolled another

lip-reading exercises of this kind are given to the children.

Since these concepts are intrcduced in

null dm with

definite

objects, the deaf child's experience is limited es compared with a

hearing child's.

This limitation produces confusion when the words ere

applied to situations away from the concrete objects.

The following

examples indicate the presence of such confusion*
He
He
Re
He
He

took other banana.
{'11 12)
took moro banana.
(Br 11)
v-anted to steal the other banana.
took the other banana.
{Ha 15)
tock the other one.
(Kn 16)

(VI 13)

(In the picture, the bo«l contained several b:nans>)

There was

r.

tendency for the deaf child to use the ndverb, "again",

in conjunct! n with an adjective to ex ress the raesnin: of "Another".

There were twelve errors of this type.
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got the other banana again*
(Ga 15)
He went to the window to ret some banana again.

I!e

(Bo 14)

Twelve errors are concerned with the conception of "so raony".
The child uses "more", "much", "any more" to express this.
(Le 13)
She said, "He rust not ert much bananas. "
She said, "You oust not eat toe much banana* "
(Sal 15)
lie was sick because he ate them too much.
(Dal 18)

The percentage of errors in each age group deviates little

from the 4.2£ of the total errors, since it ranges from \% of age
group 10 to 8$ of age group 9.
Errors in the use of adjectives among the hearing children

were inconspicuous, sines there were but three errors.

This indicates

that the hearing child's comprehension of the use of adjectives

and the content of their meanings Is slightly in advance of that

of the deaf child, though not to any marked degree.
This slight advantage may be traced to more frequent use ef

adjectives in varied situations normally met with by the hearing
child, a natural factor which can hardly be equaled by the zaethode

used with deaf children.
Adverbs.

rrors in adverbs and in their use play a very minor part in
the total errors of both groups.

The errors of the Clarke School

children 'ere but .5^ of the total, and these of the Public School

only .4^.

The number of errors for both grou s was the same, eight

errors.

The deaf children acquire the use and meaning of adverbs much
as the hearing children do.

There is no formal teaching until the

child is about eleven years old, although, when certain advorVs
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coae up in the natural course of language, ae for instance in the

sentence, "the eun is shining brightly", the words are taught ae
"helpers" of the verb.

There is no localization of these errors into any particular
age group.

Also, in reading the papers, it was noticed that there

was no noticeable increase in the number of adverbs used, neither

among the deaf children nor the hearing children.
ARTICLES
1b determining the errors in the use of articles, the follow-

ing criterion was used

The first time a person or thing was sec-

tioned, the indefinite article must have been us«d, after that, the

definite article or a pronoun,
A boy carae naming to a window. Ke knocked on
the window* A woman asked the bey what hs wanted.)

(Kxaiiple »

Errors in the use of articles make up the second largest group
in both the Clarke School and Public School totals.

In the former,

the errors make up 1&% of the total, and in the latter, 20.3;' of
the total.
The Clarke School children are taught the use of the article

in the following manner;

As nouns are taught, they are introduced

by using the indefinite article, "a" vhen referring to one of a
number of similar objects in the room at the same time, as "a ball',
w

a book", etc.

The definite article, "the", is introduced in the

same manner when referring to an object which is the only one of
its kind in the room at the time, or one that has a permanent piece

in the room, or when the object is the only one of its kind, as
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"the slate

%

"the sun

',

etc.

The following rule ie given for guidance in composition*

the first time that reference is mar's to the object, If of a number

of similar ones in the room, the indefinSte article is usedj
next time, the definite article is employed!

the pronoun, •'if, is used.

the

and the third tit*,

Later, when the children are ready for

it, they are allowed to skip from the indefinite *a" to the pronoun.

This study reveals that, up to. the age of twelve years, there

are indications that the deaf child mrkss more errors in the use of
the indefinite

rticles, "a" and

"at

me", than in the use of definite

articles, but as he acquires language, his errors Changs in type
until, at approximately the ege of fifteen years, the greatest

number of errors are made in the use of the definite article, "the
This misuse of "a" for "the", and "acme

*

for -the- found in the

younger groups seems to be a direct result of a tendency toward
"analogy", since the majority of the nouns teught in the lower grades

are taught in connection with "a" or "some

*,

for example, "a mouse",

"a ball", "sons ice crenm", etc., while the frequent use of "tho"

doss not come until later, after the child has acquired a small

vocabulary of nouns.
Inasmuch as so many of the forms used by the children, both

hearing and deaf, arc the result of formation by analogy, the following extract from Jesperson (4. 128-129) is introduced here by way
of definition.

"He (the child? soon discovers that grown people

use meny forms which

r-ocrafclo

each other in different conrexions,

and he gets a sense of the purport of these forms, so as to be sble
to Imitate them himself or even develop similar forms of his own*

Those later fonas

art*

what linguists call fnalogy-formntionsi

by
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analogy with 'Jsck 'a hat' and 'father's hat', the child invents
such as 'uncle's hat* and Charlie's
forms are 'correct *, no one

en

hat'— and inasmuch as these

say on heering then whether the

child has really invented then or has first heard them used by

others

In the comparison of adjectives enalogy-

foraations aro frequent with children, e. g. the littlest, littler,
•oodest, saddest, snlendider, etc,"

Thus it ear be seen that for-

mation by analogy may be correct or incorrect, dependirg

ur.cn

vhethar or not the new formation follows the regular characteristics
of the group it belongs to, or vhethar it is irregular in nature.
There seems to be no particular age which indicates confusion

tending toward errors in the use of articles to a markedly gre? t
extent over any other, although the percent- ges vary from 20% of the

total in age group 9 te 11% in age group 17*

Errors in the use of articles found in the Public School tapf rs,
in direct contrast to the errors of the deaf children, arc primarily

in the use of the definite article, "the', there being practically no
errors in the use of the indefinite articles*
This seems to indicate that errors in the use of the definite

article, "the" being used for the indefinite articles, "a" and

"sorae"',

are normal mistakes, since they are found throughout the age groups

of the hearing children to a more or less uniform decree.

Krrors

were found in each age group, and were not grouped markedly around
any one age group, although the older age groups ehow slightly higher
percentages as compered with the 20»3£, representative of the whole,
than do the y unger groups.
On the other hand, sr era in the use of the indefinite articles,
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so prevalent in the papers of the deaf children,

to be "training

1

'

mistakes, i.

y be assurwd

mistakes which are explainable

by considering the training methods.
ff

m>

These training mistakes are

und in the younger age groups where the use of speech is limited,

later, when speaking becomes more natural, and! is vocabulary
acre

extensive, the errors made by the daaf child approximate those

rarde

by he dring children.
CCSJUHCTIf HS

Errors in the use of conjunctions

ra>

ke up 2.4p of the total

errors in the e«se of the Clarke School, and 1.52 In the case of
the Fub lie School.

In no ease is there any indication that mistakes

of this kind are markedly of a particular age group, neither in
coneidering the deaf children's errors nor the hearing children's
errors.
iSmong the

Clarke School errors, the misuse of

for 30 ef the 40 recorded errors ;
end for "but".

'and''

accounts

"end* being used both for "so"

Examples of these errors ares

8e v?ants to see the movies and (eO) the children went
to the Cbelraford room.
(Bar 14)
There wee nobody and (so) took two bananas.
(Ry 11)
Ke didn't eee her and (so) took one and ate it.
(Si 12)
lie looked inside of the house and (but) nobody wes
there.
(Ry 11)
He told her that he wt-nted some more nnd (but) his
mother wouldn't let him.
(Lu 15)

The errors aade by the Puhlic ichool children show like

characteristics, 23 of the 29 recorded errors beirg ef the sane
type, i. e., the misuse of "and" in place of "so" end

'but".

Examples of the errors made by these children are*
He looked around and (but) she wasn't in si^ht so
he to. k one.
(Tr 9)
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She said that ns ell he c: uld have and went amy nvA (ec)
« 10)
(
he eat down and ato it.
(Qud 11)
Hie mother said, "Yes" and (so) he took one.
he
took
see
anyone
so
not
did
(but)
and
!ie peeped in
(But 10)
another one.

The use of conjunctions is taught rather early to the deaf
In tho Primary grades, they are

children at the Clarke School.

taught the use of "and" as a general connective, beginning with
its use in connecting two nouns, than two eentnands (verbs), until

finally it is used as the connecting link in a compound sentence.
In about the fourth year in the Primary school, "but " is taught as

the conjunction to use whan a negative statement fellows a positive

statement in a compound sentence, for example
e

x

!*des

Lewln dropped

crayon but it did net break.
The presence of so many srrora involving the misuse of "and

is

prbably explainable by considsring

first conjunction taught is
tion,

'and"j

The

the teaching methode.

its use, that of simple connec-

fa response to a tendency tc use o general word for connec-

tion, rather than a specific nord for a specialised connection, the

child uses "and** in all situations, whenever he realises the need
for uniting, but fails to perceive the necessity for expressing

condition ty means of "so", or negation by "but".
deaf or heering, there is a need for connecting!
logieal conjunction to use;

To him, whether
"and" is the

the need for a specialised connection

is ignored, and the general connective,

"and", is used for all

situations.

Jesperson (4. 120) mentions this tendency by writing,

'Very

be taken
small children will often say 'up' both when they want to
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up and when they w*nt to be put down on the floor.

This generally

the tcrt "down',
mesne nothing else than that they have not yet learnt

mesne to obtain a change in position."

and 'up' to theia simply is

P* POSITICSS
Jespereon (4. 137) eaye that 'propositi ns are of very late
prepositions
growth in a child's language", that the first use of
is in set phrases learned as

•wholes", and that later comes the

sower of using prepositions in free combinations.

In this letter

analogous expressions
period, mistakes begin to sppsar, due neinly to

wherein the prepositions used would have been correct.
to find in
faking this into consideration, one would expect

usin
the deaf child's language a groat raany expressions

based upon the sot phr
first.

s<*s

;

prepositions,

by which the prepositions are taught st

benefit
On the other tend, the hearing child, hawing the

orrcrs based on
of greater auditory experience would make fowor
hcmophonjros
analogy, but more errors arising frca confusion in

and these having similar meanings.
of the larger
Srrors in the use of pre rooit ions msde up one

children and the Public
groups of errors for both the Clarke School
Schcol children.

this type
In the ease of the former, errors cf

the ease of the latter,
mad* np 11.1JS of the total errors, and in

they were 12.5,- of the total.
School children
Analysis of the errors m»de by the Clarke
of mistakoo remaine
shows that in each ago group the percentage

percent or two above or
fairly constant, not varying more than a
of the total errors
below the 11.1? representing the proportion

for all age groups.
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Theee errors, moreover, divided themselves quite naturally
into two groups, one arising from analagous useage of or? poaitiona,

and a second from confusion pmong airailar ^repositions.

ivision wrs apparent in the case

o*"

This natural

the hearing children an well*

16P errors wore recorded from pepcrs writtnn by deaf chi dr n.
63, or roughly one-third of tie total, were traceable to confusion
in the similar pre positions, "in", "to", and "into", while the re-

mainder was inexact useogc based on analogy.

Typical errors of

these two types were-(a)

(b)

A woman heard a little boy knock out of a window,
A boy looked at in the house*
(Pay 10)
lie ran out of the window.
(¥i B)
He went into a porch,
(Ga 15)
He went to lo^k out the window.
(Zu 14)
She scolded to hira.
(He 15)
A boy went in the house.
'Bo 11)
She put a spoon in his mouth.
(Du 12)
He lloked to the room.
(Ml 13)

(Boa

In the analysis of the errors made by the Public School

children, 270 errors were recorded as due to the inexact use of

prepositions.

In contrast to the error? of the deaf ehildron,

194, or roughly two-third:! of tVo total, arn traceable to confusion

in the use of

'in",

"to", and "into", and the remainder was made up

of errors in the analagous usesge of prepositions.

Typicsl errors

of the two types weret
(a)

When he was through of that, (lies 8)
(Bin 9)
He le ned on a post.
(hew 10)
his arm.
He came with a plaything
(J-tol 11)
He wont beck at the curb.
(Hal 12)
He repoed at the window.
is 5)
She went in the house.
{
(Par 14 )
She brought him to the house.

M

(b)

These reoulto indicate that the expectations mcntionsd at the
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foundation.
b*ginning of this section have a rather strong basic
It

experiences,
appears that the deaf ebild, vith his restricted

following set rules
is more adapt at gr? mroatical construction by

than he is by analogy-formations.

This is probably the result

are
of ths greet amount of drill work given when prepositions

taught.

TJiis

drill according to rule, with the restricted op-

exportunities for the deaf child to make analogy-formetionc,
child.
plains the differences found in comparison with the hearing

On the other hand, ths hesrirg child has less difficulty

with analogous formations, since he has greater opportunities
experiences.
for using language in connection with actual

At

the

as his language is
Jem* tins, ha is less bothered with set phrases

more flexible.

hi*
His auditory sense, however, is apt to play

prepositions.
false when he uses hcraophonous and oend-synonyraoua
type.
This results in a great mrny err ore of that

PRONOUNS
which ths
Inasmuch as pronouns are a cla*» of words in
present untold
meaning varies according to the situation, they

difficulty tc the child.
constant in every
Error* in the use of pronouns were quit*

the Psfclia School.
age group of both the Clark* School and

Error*

errors in the case of the
of this type made up 9.7^ of the total
former, and 4* in the case of the latter.

In no case wes the

two or thru* percent from
percentage of any age group «ore than
of the total.
this figur* representing the percentage
the Clarke School children,
in analysing the errors mad* by

of errora, 87 frost the total 136,
it was noted that the majority
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were concerned with eonfusion as to the antecedent of the pronoun,

or the leek of an antecedent for tho pronoun.

An error was record-

ed whenever there was no antecedent for the pronoun, or when it

was ao remote from the pronoun as to bo confusing to the reader.
The following are examples of these errors, end must be

considered vlth the above definition in mind.
(no antecedent;
She looked at theau
(Boy 12)
He locked at it (banana) and get it (banana) and eat
on it (norch/ and ate it. (banana)
(Se 11)
Ha ate it (banana) and threw it (peels) on the
ground.
(• 1
13)
Then he set on the door step and ate it* (banana)
(01 13)
He moved it (hand) about it (stomach).
(ri 13)

The tendency of a child to us;

a general rather than a

specific word to express a situeti n is shorm in the use of the
pronoun, "it*.

In some sentences,

''if la used several times

and means a different thing each time.

Jesperson (4. 124) says

of words of this type, calling them "shifters", "A class of words
which presents

Teve difficulty to children are those vhose mean-

ing differs acccrdirg to the situation, ao that the child hears

then now applied to one thing and now to another

The most

•

important class of shifters are the personal pronouna."

In many

cases, the sense of the sentence is completely altered cr lost

by this tendency, ae shovn in the following examples

>

(Boy 12)
He ate it (banana) and threw It (peel), too.
(Lo
he ate it (banana) and threw it (peel) on it (ground).
He put it (toy) on it (perch).
(Ble 18)
34 of tho 136 errors ere the result of confusion in the

gender and number of the pronoun.

Jesperson (4. 124) mentions

errors of this kind as being characteristic of children during

their period of rapid acquisition of langungs.
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Ivxamples of these er ore wore

s

it little
girl ran to the window. Ids nother cane.
Hie mother went out to look for h" a eon.
(Ch 19)
he learned not to ieobey her mother.
(Cou 19)
Be put hie doggie behind hie .
(Fo 16)

(01 13)

,

Very few errore of the above type ere recorded among the
errors of the hearing children, since only 14 out of B° errore
are of that type.
aa iplee of theec errors werei
V&b mother cane to him.
(Bar 7)
She counted they .
(Kul 11)
He puehed he plaything away.
(Gal 12)
The remaining errors *«re the result of confusi n in the

antecedent of the pronoun, or the omiasicn of the antecedent.
These errors were quite similar to those made by the Clarke Cchool

children.

Examples of these errors were:
The lady gave him one. (no antecedent)
("o 9)
i'e took one.
(confusion as tc antecedent)
(Pad 9)
He took it.
(Pud 9)
(no antecedent)
lie sat down and ate that cne.
(Met 9)
'confusion)

The pronoun gets its ueaning from a definite relationship

with a noun.

The adult considers this in his language but there

is rather a clear indication, shown here, that the child, rearinr

or deaf, dees not give to the pronoun the meaning of its ante*
cedent, but assumes that his listener is capable of following
the transfer of meaning without any additional information than
the form of the pronoun.
The relatively greater number of errors in the various

uses of pronouns, as made by the derf child, is probably due to
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In analysing the errors made by the Clarke
Sehool children

in the use of the verb tense forms, thoss made
by using the Preeent

tense for the Past tense of the verb sere most
nwnerrus, P6 out

of ths 132 recorded errors being of this kind.

13 errors vers

made by using ths Past for the Present tense
of the verb.

This was

found especially in the uss of ths "discourss"
form of sentence

structure.

Ths remi nder, 33 srrcrs, were quits
Indicative of the

confusion arising in the child's mind when learning
to uss mors
difficult tense forms.

Examples of these different errors wrei
Present
Past

ij

fast H
Past it
Analogy
Analc gy

Analogy

Past.

Rs like very much banana.
(Sc 12)
He throw it on the round.
(Dl lo)
Present.
She ssid, "Cans'*.
(Boy 12)
She said, " hat wee the matter with you
t*
(La
Future.
A man will showed three times.
(Pay 10)
Infinitive.
:ihe told him went to bed.
(Da 12)"
on Participle.
She saw him sating en the floor.
(Car 12)
on Past and Infinitive.
Ke looked to found his
mother.
(Is. 10)
on Past and Progressive.
His sister SM busying putting
bananas in a baskst.
(Pi 13)
:*

irrors in the useags of verbs according to their meanings
made up sppraximately one-htlf of the total errors in
the uss of
verb forms, 113 cut of 245.

Those errors were of many different

kinds, too numerous to mention completely.

Hcwever, thsrs were

certain verbs, which by their frequent occurrence,
incorrectly
used, indiceted confusicn in the child's mind

meaning.

as to thsir

sxr-.et

Soma of these confusions, and the number of times thsy

appeared vers*
case
went
was
taks

M

rent
came
became
:: got
Sot it take
it

18
C
12
14
7

"His mothsr saw him snd came to him."
"His mother went to the window."
"After eating it, he was sick."
"His mother took some medicine frr him."
"Ke sew s banana end *ot it."
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It will be noted that these verbs
contain meaningful relation-

ships more abstract than those of a simple
action verb.

This

abstractness is the difficult factor for
the child to interpret.
Analysis of the errors made by the Public
School children
In the use of the verb tense forms
indicate that errors mads by

using the Present tense for the Past
tense make up 124 of the
tatal 149 errors of this group.

The remaining 25 errors were

nade in the use of mere difficult tense
forms.

For example,

there were seven errors m?de by using
the Present Progressive
for the Fast, si, errors mads by using
the Past for the Present,

and four errors mads by using the Past
Progressive for the Past.
The remaining eight errors were of
similar misuse of various

tense forms.

Examples of these different kinds of error
weret
Present t« Past

He rap on the window.
(Lye 10)
The
boy ask for a banana.
,
_
(Doe 11)
r
Psat tt Present
Then he asked his mother for another
one.
(Stn 12)
(All the other verbe in this papsr were
in the Present tense.)
;t*st Progressive
Past
A little boy was comsing home from
school.
(Par 10)
(All other verbs in Past tense.)
rant
Past Anterior
,>hen he knocked, a woman came.
»
(As 11)
Present Progressive . i Past
A little boy is « ming homo from
school.
(Dad 12)
(All other verbs in Past tense.)
.

:

Errors in the use of the verb according to its
meaning
nade up about one-fourth of the total errors
in the use of the
verb, 61 out of 210.

These errors were

many verbe, to numerous to mention here.

«a.-'e

in the uscage of

The moot common error

was the use of "bring" for "take", 27 of the
61 errors bsing of

this kind.

Others were the use of "come" for "go", "lay" for

-al-

bican

%

etc.

IW|

as with the deaf children, the
additional

relationship brought in by the need for
knowing the position of
the subject in ueing these verb,
eeeiaa to

cmfu„

the child, and

causes him to make errors.

Examples of these errors were

"
come

it

lay

tBke

m
lean

s

Hla mtner brought his, i„ the house,
His nother cam into the hruee.
He lay apainst the T>oet.

In comparing the deaf child's
errors with those of the

hearing children, it will be noticed
that the per entage of the
total errors made up by errors in the
use of tense forms Is

approximately the same for each, 7.7% in the
ease of the Public
School children, 7.6* in the ease of the
Clarke School children.
It is in the ueeage of the verb
in its meaningful sense

that the hearing child makes fewer
errors then the deaf child,

the nercontagee of these errors being
approximately P. If. for

the Clarke School children as compered
with

2.6,'

for the Public

School children.

1Mb

indicates that the deaf child is equal to
the hearing

child insofar ae the technical use of the
verb In expressing
•time'*

relationships is concerned, but that his
limited experience

in using verbs in their meaningful
senee causes him to make more

errors of this type than does the hearing
child.
STP UCTERS

m

errer ef this type was recorded whenever the etructure

of e sentence differed from accepted gramrnt
i.eal construction.
The conjunction, "and

',

introducing a eentence was considered an
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error of thi. type.

Thi. 8t «dy reecgni,ed two
»«i« group, of

•rror. connected *itb sentence
structure, those in the di.«ur..

fom, end thoso in the uso of
descriptive or narrative form..
Krwrs of this gener.1 type were not

abundant in either

the paper, of the deaf children
or in those of the hearing
children.
The Clark. School children made
1 o errors, or 6.5? of
their

total .rror., while the Public
School children

MM

201 errors,

or 9.7^ of their total errors.
In analy,ing the errors made
by the Clarke School, it is

found that the errors in the two
main group., . 9 mentioned «be
„,
are approximately even, there
being 46 errors in connection
with

description and narration, and 52 errors
i„ the use of the dis-

count

chUd

fens.

mm

The majority of these .rrors
.eem to

squired proficiency

com

after the

i B the uee of language, after
h.

has had several years .chooling, and
are, approximately, in the
age group

U

jejpjsj

or older, since in the fir.t

few

age group,

there arc only 7 errcre recorded.

Sxamplee of errors of these types wcrei
(a)

(b)

Description cr narration.
A woman looked where a boy.
(Bo 11)
Hi. mother gave him it.
(Sc 11)
She picked up them.
(Rne n)
She found him held hi. hand, on hi.
strms-h on the
porch floor.
(Dr. 15)
A little boy itemed wng Billy,
(pp 16)
Discourse.
She told him went to bed
12)
Tom asked her if he wantod a banana.
(Do 11)
He wid to her, "He wanted to gat
another b nana."
(0. 15
I»e aoy Mother,
'he wes siek".
(Rne 11)
He told his mother and Mid
Please give me a banana. (Ma

15)

Analysis of the errors made by the Public
Jehool children
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to her.

is ,„ indication that
errors

co*e noraall, at the

-re

„„

tll .

discourse
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*ha

M

"»»« ~-i<™. typ„ „f <rror

DeserJirtlr-B or

I*»re

(h)

°f

«

»<>

4

mmm Mtorei

,f .

«*

whe„ tn , child

^
^
(LI

g

I)

^

of simple sentence
structure, and is ,e giimlng
to B

„

difficult, complex
constructions.

nads by the d..f children
tfft those

Searing

*

the

M

hy hsarin, children,

there i, indication that
this transitional psricd
at .bout
the age of 8eVe„ raar,
for hiring children,
ft* at .bout the
° f eleVe
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"
Children.
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HOW-<N SEHTlNCg

m

Mi

of this type

coordinate eiau.es or

ns

attars

by the conjunction, "and".

recorded whenever thro, or acre

at clau.es were Joinad togeth.r

^

Three clau.e. were .ho».„ ..
the length

of a "run-on" sentence, a. it wan
felt, after reading the
that in a majority of c..e
8f the addition of . third clauw to
a .entence dertreyed in a
certain measure the unity of the on8
tence continuity.

Srrors of this type war, markedly
greater in the case of
the Public School children than they
were for the Clarke Schr.l
children.

In the case of the former, their
err ore, numbering

121, nade up 5.8* ef their total .rror.,
while in the

Utter 'a

case, there war. but 23 errors, making
up 1.4,t of the total error..
2h anelyting the .rror. of the
Clarke School children, there

is

dtl

indication th*t this type of error ernes

r

fter the deaf

child has bacoaa fairly prcfici.nt
in the u.e of language, as 17

of the 23 recordad error, are made
in the age group, cf 15 year.

«d

older.

There are scarcely enough error*, however,
to do more

than ir.dieete such a trend.
Type, of these .rror. cede by the
deaf children wersi
H. dropped it and ran and looked
at it and sot on the
floor and ate it.
(Sc 11)
He cane on the porch and knocked
on the window and his
mother earn to the winder and saw him and
opened
the window and ehe gave a banane to Hegar.
(Ric 16)

Th« error, of thi. type Bade by the
J>ublie School children

war. 121 in number, and were found is
ccmparnti vely equal quantities in each age group.

There was no indication that this type
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of error was a clmrecteriatic of any particular age, as the percentage cf these errors in eaoh group varied net more than two or

three percent from tho percentage, S.ojt, representing

t!

esc errors

in relation to the tots 1 errors made*

Examples of this type of error weret
His mother e&nse and he asked har for a banana and she
gave Mm one but he wanted two and the Bother held
har finger up and said just one.
(On 14)
And then ha went back to the window and took another
banana and sat down and ate It.
(Ka 10)

Thie type of error seema to be tynieal of hearing children

rather than of deaf children.

Although no attempt was made in

this study to record the use af compound sentences, a tendency

was noted anon^ the deaf children of using simple sentences, to
such an extent that it is markedly a characteristic of their

written lrngunge.

For example, in a ease where a hearing child

would oay, "Ha went to the window and asked his not her for a
Zenana", the deaf child would be more apt to eay, "He went to
the window.

He asked his mother for a banana."

Thia trait,

anri

as a cerralary, the few errors of this

type, i. a», "run-on'' sortcr.ee, can be traced to the analytic

uetbed by which the deaf children ere teught to sperk and write.

They use simple sentences, containing a subject and a predicate,
at first , and gradually

act?;

ire the sdwerbial mooifiera, then

the use of compound and complex sentences.

Ob the ether hand,

hearing children are encouraged to uso sentercea aa whelaa, i. e.,
the synthetic methrd, from the very first, and so are aore inclined
to string their aantencee together using the simoae connective.

"and", than are deaf children.

REPETITION
fin

error of this type was recorded whenever there was

duplication of any sort in any part of speech which tended to make
the structure of the sentence or paragraph appear monotonous, or

where the seme thought was repeated for no apparent reason,
lirrors of this type were rarely found in either the papers

of the Clarke School children or the Public School children.

In

the case of the former, there were 42 errors, making up
2.5f, of

the total errors.

In the caae of the latter, both the number of

errors, 25, and the percentage of the total errors,

1.5JE,

were

less than those of the Clarke School,

Further analysis of the Clarke School errors indicates that
this type of error is not a characteristic of any specific age
group, since the percentage repreeentieg this error in eaeh age

group varies not mere than one or two percent from the average,
lleny

of these errors, in the caee of the Clarke School,

were caused by an attempt to express the thought of "again".

Examples of errors of this type were
A little boy ate three seme bananas,
(Da 12)
He took off banana and took off banana,
(Hnm 12)
His mother looked at a little boy. She saw him.
(Pne 11)
Se he got mere bsnanas from the dish bowl,
(Gel 11)
He ate the benene. >hen the banana was gone, he
went for another banana*
(Car 15)

Analysis of the errors of this type made by the Public School

children brings out a slight indication that these errors are

raore
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apt to be found in age groups below ten years than above, since
19 out of the 29 recorded errors are found in these groups.

However,

the number of errors recorded is too few to indicate more than a

very slight tendency in that direction.
Errors of this type are indicated in the following examples
do you went Johnny she eaid. I want a banana Johnny
•eld. So hie mother gave Johnny a banana* Johnny statted to est it.
(Brj 7)
He kepe (kept) getting bananas. Re kepe getting sick. He
kepe opening the window.
(But 7)
In which the bananas were in.
(Bil 12}
..hat

Seven of these errors were the result of using "then" to

begin a greet many sentences in succession.

There were no errors

of this type made by the Clarke School children.

This is an in-

dication that hearing children assimilate, unconsciously perhaps,
a number of little words that adults often use in beginning sentences.

For a time, these words are few in number, and are over-worked

es

a consequence,

but later, as the child's vocabulary increases,

hie number of words for beginning end connecting sentences also
increases, and the tendency toward repetition decreases.

There is a slight indication in these data that the teaching
cf language by mesne of set phrases, of necessity the starting

point in teaching the deaf, has an effect en language by increasing
the number of errors of this type.

There is no conclusive proof

of this, since the number of errors recorded is too few.
LACK OF C0RT1RUITT
An error of this type was considered to have been made when-

ever the thread of the narrative was broken in such a manner as
to indicate confusion arising from an incomplete underetandin*; of
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the events of the picture, or an
inability to express clearly the
sequence of events as shown in the
picture.
There were very few errors of this
type in either group,

only six being recorded for the Clarke
School, making

.4JS

of the

total errors, and four errors for the
Public School, taking .2%
of their total errors.

The paucity of errors of this type
seems to indicate that the

deaf child, with his acknowledged handicap
of else of vocabulary,
is able to axprens himself, within
his limits, fully RP

the hearing child.

was much simpler.

„

Of course, in many cases, the
language used

m

this materiel, there 1. no indication
that

the sise of a child*, vocabulary
affects his perception and under-

standing of a situation.
The following examples of this
lack of continuity indicate

the confuaion in the child*, mind.

The first two sentences are

from the papers of Clarke School
children, and the latter t*o from
the paper, of the Public School
children.
One day bey's name was Fred.
(Dal 18)
0n*
Bevs «as walking on the porch to the
window
which his mother works in the kitchen.
(Cr 15)

He rapped on the window and hie mother
car* to
the door.
(Bes 8)
tfcs woman came the banana skin
when she the banana.

(Ou 8)

INEXACT SXPKiSSlONS
An error of this type was recorded
whenever the writer*,

attempt at colloquial language was
incorrect, hi. expression or

descriptiea of an event inexact, or his
sentence structure, while

grammatically correct, did not convey the
exact meaning called for
by the events of the picture.

In this manner, any expression not
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in harmony with the events as portrayed in the picture could be

recorded ae an error of this type.
As might reasonably be expected by one who has h?d experience

with the language of deaf people, including their characteristic
"deaf" expressions, the total errors of this type made by Clarke
School children were of a greater number than those made by
the

Public School children.

The forner made 146 errors, or

of

9.9JJ

their total errors, while the latter aade only 116 errors, or
5.3>*

of their total errors.
In the analysis of the srrors aade by the Clarke School

children, there is no indication that the making of an error of
this type is a characteristic of any specific age group, since

the percentage of errors of this type varies not more than four
percent above or below the 9.9J? representing the total errors of
this type aade these children.

Practically all of these errors are extremely differentiated
:

nd there is very little chance to group the mistakes grammatically,

so the followin

examples are included to indicate the general

inexactness of the three types mentioned at the be^inaing of this
section, rather than to express the specific frequency of occurrence.
1. Incorrect attempt at colloquial language.

is talk about a boy, a woman, and some fruits.
(Pay 10)
(The picture is about a boy, a *oman, and some fruit.)

It.

He ate some medicine.
(Win 7)
(He drank some medicine. )

He ring the window.
(Rob 11)
He knocked on the window.)
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He tatted then very sweet.
(Par 14)
(They tasted very swet to him.)

Hie doctor scold him mot to eat fruit anymore.
(si 12)
(The doctor scolded him and told him not to eet fruit
any more. )

There was empty in the
(The room vwsa empty.)

(ifc

15)

She hand hie hand to house to bed.
(Pr 16)
(She held his hand in hers as they went into the house
to go to bed.)
A little boy ran to his aunt's house with a full of
pep.
(A little boy, full of pep, ran to his aunt *s house.)

His stoaack vented some more.
was still hungry.)

(Ri 18)

(Cou 19)

(lis

Inexact expression or description of an event.

He hurt his head.
(He had a her deche.

(Boy 12)

A boy sat on a doll.
(fa 9)
(A boy sat down beeide his doll.)

The woman too* some medicine.
(Ov 8)
(The woman got some medicine for the boy.)
So she took some medicine and gave him some.
(So she got some medicine and gave him some.)

(Di 10)

He ate it inside.
(Ga 15)
(He ate the inside part of the banana.)
So he went to the window and looked out of it to see if
his mother wee not there.
(Cal 13)
(So he went to the window, and looked through it to soo

if his mother was there.)

Inexact meaning in a grannatically-correct sentence.
In the morning he was a naughty boy.

(Zu 14)

(One morning he was a naughty boy.)

She fed some medicine to him.
(She gave him some medicine.)

(Be 14)

One day a little boy named Bobby was vsry fond of bananas. (i*i
15)
(Once there wee a little boy named B«bby who wns very fond
of banf n-
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Anelysis of the errors of this type made by the Public uehool

children shows that these errors are made in every age group in
about the same frequency, as there is no deviation of more than
3£ above or below the 5.3^ representing the total errors of this
type raede by the group as a whole.

These errors take so many different forms that it is almost

impossible to group thsm satisfactorily to show the frequency
of
specific errors.

The following examples, therefore, while grouped

according to the headings mentioned at the beginning of this section,
are intended to show the trend of the child »e insxact oppression,

rather than the frequency of its occurrence.
1.

Incorrect attempt at colloquial language.

Bs was sick for a spell.
(CI R)
(He was sick for a short while.)
She took him in the homo.
(But 7)
(She took him into the house.)

Hs went through some motions in which he thought the bananas
good.
(Fa 11)
&o made some tsotions indicating that he thought the bananas
were good.)
She found him in this stag*.
(Weh 12)
(While he was in this condition, she found him.

Filling the sporn up good, she gave it to him.
(She filled the spoon and gave it to hia.
lie wasn't full enough yet.
Oe was still hungry*)

1»
(

)

(Uou 12)

(Bog 14)

pM about four foot. (Ft. 13)
He was about four feet high.)

He got it down.
(He ate it.)

(Fit 16)

2. Inexact expression or description of an event.

The woman looked and called both ways.
(Fy C)
(The woman looked up an down the street and called fcr him.)
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—

Finishing them both, he threw
the peels,
(fcay 11)
(Aft6r
tln* th * b
thre/the
peel c^ne ground.)
.

"
1
k d r°Und
^
?« ; / around
(He looked

t

,

*

866 lf Bhe
not there.
f
to see If she was there.)

**

(Out 13)'

(After sitting there for a while,
he went to the windeJ.)

3. Inexact weaning of grexHaatieally-correct
sentence.

went into the houee again.

*ihe

(3ie went back into the
houee.)

Se^tS%i

hree

StfiS£T

J*

n,UM

(Pad 9)

8kiM »* Bobb y

8kln9

aick.

(Ph

BCticed that Bobby

^/^"*/

1
b ° ard th8t
(l leaned againet a post on the»«PP<»rted.the houee.
(He
perch.)

ID

(n«c 11)'

in comparing the two groups,
it will be noticed that
the
errors for the one are quite
similar to tho.e made by the
ether,
«*d that the difference between
the deaf and hearing child,
in
this case, i. not one of uecege,
but of frequency of occurrence.

£g*

ie no doubt but that the
difference between the deaf

and hearing child, as regards
their making error, of this
type,
ie to be attributed to the
lack of constant auditory
correction
fcund in the deaf child.

It i. with the aid of this
constant

uditory correction, helf-eoneciouely
perhaps, that the hearing
child builds up verbal imagee
to guide hi. memory and to
correct
hie mistakes.

OMISSICHS
*i error in omieeion was
considered to have occurred whenever
a word or words neceeaary
to the completion ef the
graianatieal

atructure of . sentence, or
to the meaning ef . .entonee
wae onitt- d.

Verbe, like

mmm,

***

H

go\ were wsumed

to require an adverbial

phrase to complete their meaning, a nd verbs,
like "take" and -give",

necessitated an abject te complete the sentence
structure.
2* both the Clarke School totals and the Public
School totals,

by far the largest individual group ef
errors is thnt concerned
with "omieeions".

In the case ef the former, the
percentage of the

total was 23.4;? and of th* latter,

Mb*

Within the various age

groups of both schools, there were minor
variations in the relation

of the percentage of errors of emission
to the total errors of the
ago group, but there was no indication
that errors of this type
can be considered as a narked characteristic
of any particular ago
group.
In anaiyiing the errors cade by the
Clarke School children,
it was noticed that the total
errors of emission could be sub-divided

into four group.,

oaiaaicn of articles, omission of sheets
of

adverbial modifiers, omission of prepositions,
and emission ef
pronouns.

Typical errors found in each ef these groups
were*
1.

Articles.

K» ste I ananas.
(Pay 10)
He wee naughty boy.
(Crb 12)
He became little sick.
(Bll 14)
His mother went out door.
(Ro 15)
2. Omission of Objects and Adverbial Kodificrs.
'rs Keider told us.
("k 10)
Kis Bother came.
(01 13)
No, I don't want I am sick.
(Crh 10)
hen he finished.
(Ti 13)
Again he wanted.
(Bll 14)
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3. Omission

of Prepositiciw.

^

She looked Ma.
(d^
A *cman cane « little boy.
(Bar n)
Ito knocked the
door.
QL 11}
He looked Mother the
window.
(Rn e ***
n)
She picked them (up).
(Co
16)

4,

Oral so ion

of Pronouns.

right h^ve another.

An8lyBl6

* the

e

—

* the

ehows a division into
four

children.

JS* Ilapi. 8

1. Oaj.sion

(Ba 15)

Public

e lmiler to th,,e

of thsse

children
of the deaf

Won

of /jrticlea.

» ^y.

(Ph 8)

J had
H»
stomach ache.
(gu 8)
^he got medicine.
(Kaa 11)
2. Omi 88 ion of objects and
adverbial modifier..

yhen he finished.
(Brj 7)
His mother come.
(Ph C)
Hi. aether acid, "H^t
matter".
She took him.
(Bam 10)
Bill a mother stepped out
the.

(fc,.
1

m

' 11}

ib 13)

3. Omission of Preposition*.
He went another.

(Hux 8)

4. Omission of Pronouns.
»;hen stomach began
to ache.
(Row 10;
10)
for mother to open it.
(j*. {J)
Aftw he fi nl . hed threw the
9klB

mm —

no

Mm

^

* »,

(a# u)

in
.ge group of the clMrk9
Sehool
or the Public school
that the error ef omi..
lcB eould be considered
a- ch.racteri.tic of
it. However. ln
considering the Cl.rk. School
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errors, the four sub-divisions oeeur in a son* or less fixed ratio

of one to three to one to one (1 > *3t tl» si), there bsirg three errors
of "omission of ebjeet9 and adverbial modifiers " to one error of

each of the other sub-divislcns.

The actual figures ^erei

60 srrora.
Articles
Cbj, and Mv. mod. 169 errors*
H7 errors.
Frepositirns
4<J errors.
Pronouns
In contrast, the ratio in the Public

twenty to one to ens

chool group is one to

(l»s20*il;»l), using the sans groupings,

indicating twenty errors of "omission of objects snd adverbial
modifiers'1 to one error in each of the other groups.

The actual

figures sNJwing this ratio wersi
31 errors
/jrticles
Cbj. and Adv. mod. 4B7 erro:
23 errors
Prepositions
50 srrors.
Pronoina

Analysis of this group, i. c., omissions of objects and

adverbial raodifisrs, shows that by far the greatest number of srrora
were made in connection «lth verbs, "corns" sad "go", and with

the vsrbs, "give", "take", "finish",

etc, transitive verbs which

have an incomplete meening by themselves.

both the hearing and the deaf children.

This we a the same for

This world seem to indicate

that the child feels no noed for sxprsssing specification!

that

to him, the verb expresses the complete action and no additional

modification ia needed.

In other words, the child's first intere t

is expression of action, and the copulative purpose of the verb is

ovsr looked until much later.

Comparing the ratios of the Clarke School and the Public
School by means of the percentages of the total errors of each
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group, we find the following

^ZT1
28.6^

« *M

Clarke Seheol
Public .chooi

23

f&

This shews quite clearly the superiority
of the hearing child
In all group, with the exception of
that one dealing with omissions

of objects and adverbial modifiers.

Further analysis of this

particular group shows that, in the case of
the Public School children, three-fourths of the total errors
ware made in the uae of
"corae''

and "go", while only one-third ef the
total of the Clarke

School children wes made up of such errors.

This is explainable, perhaps, by examining
the rules which

are given to the Clarke Sehoel children when
they are taught the use

of theae verba.

The position ef the child is always considered,

and the preposition is always expressed,
as "go to

from

*f and "come

Kuoh drill is given en these two words.
In

jeneral, errors of omission ee*n to bo the
result of syn-

tactical earoles nesa on the part of the child.

Tne essential

words of the sentence are usually given, i.
a., the main substantives and the verb, but the words which
indicate particular relation-

ship, are often omitted.

Both hearing and deaf children show this

inability to handle relationship, hence it
is probably a languege

problem of all children.

There is indication that the hearing

child's ability to use language is an important
factor in reducing
the nunber of errors made in omissions
of articlee, propositions,

and pronouns, but that the specific rules
given to the Clarke School

children a ld them materially in reducing thair
errors of omission
of objects and adverbial modifiers.

ft|

gg £g
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OKKERAL RESULTS.

M

paper i. intended only

fWeBeM

errors

m

« relatlve 8tudy #f

^^

NT hearing children and thoee

-de

by de.f children, principally
to aid the teacher of
tha daaf in
the interpretation of
c f the errors rcade by
her pupil*.
Th*ref0re lD 1 11
th«
*
H»ntie„ad in the various
subheadings e f the -Diaou^ion
of Result.
two relative pointa are
indicated.

mm

1

(1)

P**

hen the deaf child

«ko 8

more ar. ore of a certain

kind than docs the hearing
child, these can be attributed
generally
tc confusion cantering
arcund the waning f a word
.

u

^

trated by the fact that th.
deaf child *ade . surplu. of
arrora
orer thoao made by the hearing
child in the ua. of all porta
of
speech, with the exception of
-Articles" and "Propositions,
aad
rlso, in the use of "expresaions".
(P, 14)

(2)

whenever tha hearing ehild

mde

a aurplu. of errors,

the point around which the
mistakes centered was usually
one inr, 1Tlng
U
° f 8yat «is illu.tr.tad by the
fact that error.
1» the use of sent,nce struetura,
onl^on of necessary parts of
the sentence, .nd Vun-on
^ntencea were »ore aureus than
these
raede by the deaf
children.
(P. 14)

^

-

general explanatirn underlying
the deaf child', apparent
cenfusion in the ^nin, of
words a. compared with the
hearing ehild
is that tha deaf child
'a opportunities for
instruction in the aean.
°f W°rds 18
tc
hear, in achool. Ha ia taught
the
eerd and its uaa in certain
situations, but obviously, no
t.eeher

^
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can foretell the situations that may arise involving this word,
bo,
as indicated here, the deaf child's language shows evidence
of

thie limitation of meaningful experience in the use of
a word.

C»

the other hand, the fewer errors, ?.here the meaning of
a word is

concerned, as made by the hearing child can he traced to
t!e fact
that for him life has been a constant language lesson
almost from

birth.

He has not had more experiences than the deaf
child, perhans,

but he h«a had more experiences involving language
uaeage, and has

thus learned how different situations call for different
shades of

meaning in words.
In the ease of the deaf child, errors of this type,
i. e.,

attributable to the limitation of experience, are indicated
by errors
in the use of adjectives, shown specifically here in
the confusion

centered about "enotber"!
the antecedent is doubtful f

in the use of pronouns, eepecially when

in the use of verbs, •pecific*lly here

in the use of -come" and »go<«| and by the many inexact
expressions.

Limitation accounts for other errors made by the deaf child

which seen to be the result of early training methods,
inasmuch
as they seam to change to the type made by bearing chiidr n
after
a

certain ability in the use of language is acquired.

illustrated by the errors in the use of articles;
the conjunction,

This is

in the use of

'and"j and in the errors of 'Repetition "of the

a imp 2 e sentence.

Limitation of corrections eauoes the deaf child to make a
gre* t many mistakes

in "analogy-formations", as shown by the errors

in the use of prepositions, and in many of the
inexact expressions.

Both hearing and decf children make a great many spentaneous
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•aalogy-feraatien. in trying te express
themselves.
child is ab le to adjust himself if
hi 8

The hearing

.nalogyfer^tioM are net

acceptable to normal language, but
the de*f child, aho must
rely
on a second person for hie
correction, i. handicapped. Thue
a
greet roany errors, directly
attributable te thia normal tendency
of analogy-formation, are apparent
in the total, of the deaf
child.
Certain other errors, arising fro*
the "shifting"

* MM**

ere found in the deaf child.,
totals.
for him.

These are especially ccnfu
, lng

This is indicated by the
child's use of the pronoun,
»it«,

used to represent different objects
in the gaff sentence.
Here,
the wcrd see** to have
, "pcinting- waning for the child, but 1.
confusing for a person who he.
not the
ac t viewpoint of the child,
^ther error of this general type, which
allows the child to choose

«

a

Wal"

Position as observer of an action,
is found in the use
of the verbs, "come" and -go*.
The child
fcfc error . hy changlng
hie
position, while in the midst of
his deccription, a

W

mUa

procec. difficult for his reader
to follow without some
guidance
fron the child.

mm

^cation

that, war, the iinglish languago
always

governed by strict rule., the deaf
child could squire and u.e language much ee-ier than he docs
now.
This
indicate by the success
enjoyed by the deaf children
when set rule* ere given for thorn
to
foil... In case. li ke the
following, they „.de fewer error,
than
did hearing children, the use
of the prepositions, "in",
"to",

U

•a* -into",

sentence structure,

sentence structure,

Won"

the use of the discourse form
of

sentences,

and omission, of object.
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and adverbial modifier, in
a ecntonce.
Of courae, if the Ifcgliah
lftagB

hiring child would

be

belted

as .ell

are two ba.ic factor. whieh
.id the
languag..

„

m

t h.

vUftoe,

M„

a

^

daaf ehild.

hiring child

The., are hi. ability to use
hi. ears

correcting hi.
irnag..

^# Mr<

There

in hi. u.e of

„

a meai1B of

^

mana of

to guide hi. language.

™*

UUer

RMlit ^ oft

-

a.p.et of the word i. involved.

M Q whenever
Ward, hawing

similar sounds are often confusing.

u> 9

the phon.tical

TOanlng8

„d

Thi. i8 illu.tr.tod by th.

greet number of errors made in
the u.e of the proportion.,
"i B%
"to% and "into".

Along with the general tendency
to *.k« error, of .yntax,
a. illu.trated before, the he
ari„g ehild *ake. certain error,
which
are caueed by . deaire to keep
the description of . .ituation
connected. Thi. i 8 indicated by
the use of th. adverb, "then",
and the conjunction, ".nd",
a. the word, beginning hi.
.entene...
and i. found especially in
"run-on" sentence..
Th9r<> 58 8

to

tendenCy»

i» both the hearing and deaf
child,

i^ore the specific waning ef a word,
and to use

PVF Cae '

**

Child

**

**

it for a general

the gram.tical useage of the

•ord, but overlook, it. semanticel
value.

This i, illuatrefd by

th. constant amors in the «,«
of "and" fcr .11 occasion,
riding
a connective, in the use of
the pronoun,
"it",

word j

. "pointing"

and in the general c«e »f the
article, the".
Thare i.

m

indication in the dat. analysed that
the "chaotic"
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****•'

*****

*y *****

(3) is Hi

fifth year of schooling of deaf
!

*

W tW"
"

°f

^

i

ii ii

Hm hum

chiJ^m,

° f the

Thi.

very littl.

ftf. TO y bo attiibutabl. to

different between tha English end
•ncee in teaching methods.

^
^
^

Fcr tht

ml* groups

throughout th. age groups studied,

pf the fcvrth or

language., Pr to dlfffr.

f role, tee

need for further research

»8 a separate problem.
It is

stop in

realised that this research i.
only the preliminary

greater problem.

The results described here
indicts

th.t further study along these
lines will be valuable !n the
formulation of new methods of teaching
the deaf.

1*8 next step will be to show the Mcture,
used
the data uaed here, to grouos
of hearing
ochools.

these data

111

m4

L

collecting

dssf ch!1(!ren ±n

otfcep

be .nalr^d and the results
centred

with those described here.
Finally, a new picture, ali-htly
different from the first and

giving different opoortuniti.s for
language construction, will
shown to the
groups of children for the
purpose of gathering
substantiating datn.

U

mm

The results of these separate
steps will he diseased acre
from the psychological point of
via* than fro* th, gram^tieal

point of view as used hare.

After these thing, have been done,
if the results are similar
to tboae presented here,
each specific error group will receive
ottention, and methods invented
to aid in the teaching with
the aim
of eliminating the errors in
language as efficiently as pessibla,
and thereby, perhape, materially
shortening the length of time a
deaf child must stay in a
specialised school.
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- -«r

m»

in

...... th... .n.

.

^

rlttM

„

, PF». r

fcl

.bout the

errors mede.

^
mM patu ^ ^
_

^
^

2. During the eerly
jr
year. of
year.
01 t.~,«„„
traing of the. deaf
child, he
»iete k.e which «*, be

»*

^

ftfter

chwge

aCqUl8ltiCB

to the kind

ffl

°f

^

—

explain#d fc

«

.

of le.guage, hi6 en

_

ade by the hearing
child.

3. There is indication that
errors
•nors are to
t« v„
r
Siin
to found
relative]

in

the earo numbers
throughout the ch
ehiMN,
A
4 8 m*i
secondary
school life.
true for both the hearing
and deaf child.

^

This

H

The errors are

4.

*,

^

Uwr--

*PP©«r to ho lifted in n^ber,
but are problem to
the
of children.
5.

«. imi,,

mm

. c ,,ir(;e

ferity

^

T

of these exuresBions
which
w«.cr. gives
civ«« the language
of the deaf child an
unnatural rhythm.
e.

mm m
la CBy

«.

of
of

a,

mmh *

„

„»,

C0Ilfu „ l0„

• wee « m mm

» clfl <

*rr.r. t.»

throu,jh<iut hio

a.

ai

no

ehUo

^^

fc

tln.

or

„

M

tho

um

„

wcondary school lif..

mmm - a. ** mm,

M«
MMkM, W
**•**•

„.

i.

lMofar

MMNMj MSMM

MMh

rux...

„

th.

o. the oth. r

th.
. rfMts

of

oontioueue drill haa aa affoat on tha
apoatsaaity of the
language, often

MnH|

9. Tha outatandiag

it fa ap pgar atilted and
unnatural.

» a ed of tha deaf cM1J

^

^^

aituationa of a cature laading hi. to
ttM hla language fa auch a

*ay that all aspect.; of the ueaniag of
different aorta ,111 h«
understood by hi*.

H

ia this contlnuoua use of
language „ lt ].

«any oarrectiona, «hcn aijua
d, which anaoth. out the

iU

infections

of the hearing child's lanjunge.
10. Continuous correction of niatakaa in

analog foraat 5 ona

•ill roaove aany of tha unnatural
agressions *hich arc found in

the deaf child's language.

The hearing child corrects hiwoelf

acouatloally by imitation, but the deaf
child «a*t be corrected
in an artificial attnier.
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The data used for this paper was gathered from
classes of
children at the Clerks School for ths Daaf at
Northampton, Ifessaehosetts, and the Vernon Street Public School at
Northampton,

Massachusetts.
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research at that school.
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data for this study.
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